
Wayyera: The Power of Abraham
Abinu's Words

x ¤t«¥̀ ë x¬ẗr̈ i¦kŸp«῭ §e I am but dust and ashes
(Bereshith 18:27). It says in the Gemara of
¡ullin that as a reward for Abraham Abinu,
'a"h, saying this, his children merited to
receive two commandments: the ashes of the
red heifer and the dust of the So¿ah (a
woman suspected of adultery).

This may teach us the power of
speech since, although Abraham Abinu,
'a"h, always considered himself to only be
dust and ashes, and the concept that G-d
considers every good thought as if it actually
took place, would obviously have applied to
him, nevertheless, the Jewish people only
merited to receive these two commandments
after he verbalized it. This shows us how
great the power of speech is.

Additionally, we see from this
statement the immense humility of Abraham
Abinu, 'a"h. Both dust and ashes have some
use individually. But when you mix the two
they are of no value. Ruwa¥ Haqqodesh
(Divine inspiration) is what put these words
in his holy mouth, because the Gematria
(Jewish numerology) of the last letters of
each of these words in Hebrew equals
Qadosh (holy).

(See ¡ullin 88b. Mar'ith Ha'ayin
 ¡ullin and ¡omath Anakh [¡ida])

People Who Believe Their Bad Dreams
Always Portend a Tragedy

Periodically, someone will come to me in a very
disturbed state about a dream that he or she had. They
always preface it by saying that their dreams come true and
give instances of dreams they had about a tragedy that
actually took place a short while later. ¡akham Yehuda
Ftaya, 'a"h, states the following in Min¥ath Yehudah.

He says that there are foreign Shedim (demons), who
sometimes show a person something bad in a dream. If the
person is foolish and believes in the dream, they make every
effort to cause the bad to actually take place, so that the one
who had the dream would erroneously believe in his or her
dreams. Or, at the very least, if the Shedim hear in Heaven
about a tragedy that is about to take place, they show it to
the person in a dream so that he will believe in his dreams.

The person must know, however, that if he fasts on
account of this dream, or atones or does a Pidyon Nefesh
(redemption of his soul through charity), and does not
consult with a ¡akham who knows the difference between a
dream that came through an angel and one that came
through a Shed (demon), he will dream many more dreams
far worse than this one. This is because the Shedim are
rejoicing over the fact that their efforts vis-a-vis this person
were not in vain.

We see from this the importance of consulting with a
knowledgeable Rabbi on matters such as this and not
making assumptions oneself.

(See Min¥ath Yehudah, ch. 47, Parashath Miqqe£)
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What Wall is the Kothel?
There is a difference of opinion as to what the Kothel HaMa'arabi (Western Wall) actually is. There are

those who are of the opinion that it is a portion of the wall of the 'Azarah itself in the Beth HaMiqdash
(Temple). Another opinion is that it is a portion of the wall of Har HaBayith (the Temple mount). What is the
practical difference between the two opinions?

There are those who will not touch the Kothel and will not come closer than 11 Ammoth (about 17 ft.)
of it. This is in accordance with the opinion that it is a portion of the wall of the 'Azarah.

Maran, the Rishon Le¢ion, HaRab Mordekhai Eliyahu, 'a"h, says, however, that we follow the second
opinion. In fact, we see that the majority of people do go up to the Kothel, touch and kiss it, and put notes in
it. This is in accordance with the opinion that it is a portion of the wall of Har HaBayith.

(See Dibrei Mordekhai, Parashath Behar Sinai)

Seghula for Keeping Calm and for an Easy Delivery
The Kaf Ha¥ayyim mentions that eating Se'uddah Rebi'ith (the fourth Shabbath meal which is held

when Shabbath is over), can heal a person who is sad (or 'tense', according to Rabbi Mordekhai Eliyahu,
'a"h). There is an opinion that if one is particular to eat the fourth Shabbath meal, that the Maziqin (harmful
spirits) keep away from him.

The Kaf Ha¥ayyim quotes an opinion that there is a Seghula for pregnant women not to undergo hard
labor. They should eat something for the Mi£wah (commandment) of the Melaweh Malka meal, every Mo£ei
Shabbath (Saturday night). Through this they will, with the help of Heaven, have an easy delivery.

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 300:4,12. Derekh HaTorah, Hilkhoth Shabbath, 14:57)



Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h

Why Care for Others?
Why should I care about others' feelings? What do I have to do with them? Why should I trouble

myself for the needs of others? What is really important is to take care of my own needs, aspirations and
goals.

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim 'a"h quotes the following parable about a fight that took place among the
different parts of the body (Birkath ¡ayyim, Lekh Lekha). The legs said: "Why should we carry the weight of all the
body parts? Let each one find its own foot to take it to its destination." The hands complained: "We will not
continue to be fools and do everybody's work!" The tongue exclaimed: "Why do I have to speak on behalf of
others? Whoever wishes to say something, let him find a tongue of his own." 

The teeth said: "Why should we finely grind the food to help the stomach digest it better? The
stomach should find a tool that will grind its own food and bring it to it." And so on and so forth. When these
ideas were put into practice, with each part of the body functioning as an independent unit, it soon became
patently obvious that this body could not survive.
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